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The paragraph below illustrates how bees make honey. As you read,

�ll in the blanks choosing the correct transition words or phrases from

the options given.

How Bees Make Honey

Transition Words 

the honey is produced.

, the bees build a hive, which contains cells.1. 2. , the

bees leave the hive, searching for !owers. They collect the nectar from !owers 

and take it back to the hive, where the production process starts. 3. ,

the nectar is put into cells. 4.      , the nectar is cooled down. The

bees vibrate their wings to create heat and air !ow in the cells, full of nectar.

5. , water evaporates out of the nectar, and 6.

1. a)  Firstly b)  Next c)  Then

2. a)  While b)  During c)  Next

3. a)  Before b)  Next c)  First

4. a)  Following this b)  Finally c)  To do this

5. a)  When b)  As a result c)  Because

6. a)  "rst of all  b)  also c)  "nally
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The paragraph below illustrates how bees make honey. As you read,

�ll in the blanks choosing the correct transition words or phrases from

the options given.

How Bees Make Honey

Answer Key

Transition Words 

the honey is produced.

, the bees build a hive, which contains cells.1. Firstly 2. Next , the

bees leave the hive, searching for !owers. They collect the nectar from !owers 

and take it back to the hive, where the production process starts. 3. First ,

the nectar is put into cells. 4.      Following this , the nectar is cooled down. The

bees vibrate their wings to create heat and air !ow in the cells, full of nectar.

5. As a result , water evaporates out of the nectar, and 6. �nally

1. a)  Firstly b)  Next c)  Then

2. a)  While b)  During c)  Next

3. a)  Before b)  Next c)  First

4. a)  Following this b)  Finally c)  To do this

5. a)  When b)  As a result c)  Because

6. a)  "rst of all  b)  also c)  "nally
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